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First Marine MT Survey in Russia

P

hoenix client Northwest, a geophysical service company with its
head office in Moscow, now offers
shallow Marine MT (MMT) surveys. Its
first projects were recently completed in
the Caspian Sea and the Black Sea.
Russia has extensive offshore areas
where the water is less than 50 m deep,
including the arctic coast, Caspian Sea,
Black Sea, Sea of Azov and several river
deltas. Where these areas are prospective
for hydrocarbons, shallow Marine MT can
play a useful role in exploration.
Seismic is often difficult and/or costly
in such areas, and sometimes, for environmental reasons, it may not be permitted at all.
Major western oil companies (which
supported the development of Marine
MT and Marine CSEM in the 1990s) are
mainly interested in exploration in waters
deeper than 500m, such as offshore
West Africa, Brazil, India and the Gulf of
Mexico.
Deepwater MMT equipment differs significantly from shallow-water equipment.
In exploration applications, deepwater
equipment must usually reside on the sea
floor for five days or more, necessitating low power consumption. Shallowwater equipment usually resides on the
sea floor for a much shorter time, since
signals in the frequency band of interest are considerably stronger in shallow
water. Therefore, power consumption is
not as critical as it is for deepwater MT
equipment. Consequently, it is possible
to achieve significant cost savings by using typical surface MT equipment, either

Northwest personnel deploy a shallow-water Marine MT system in the Caspian Sea.
packaged in standard marine pressure
cases or buoy-mounted.
Deepwater MT equipment also requires large, relatively costly ships for
deployment; shallow-water MMT equipment can be deployed with smaller and
cheaper vessels.
Deep MMT equipment usually incorporates two horizontal magnetic sensors
as well as electric sensors. Deepwater exploration requires special pressure vessels
for the magnetic sensors, but in shallow
water and transition zones, the magnetic
sensors can be deployed onshore near the
survey area – another cost saving.
Northwest uses two types of systems
incorporating Phoenix MT equipment: the
AUSS-07, which encloses the equipment
in a pressure case, and the Aquamatic,
continued on page 5
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Northwest – Russia’s Largest User of Phoenix Equipment

N

orthwest, headquartered in
staff is experienced in all aspects of EM
Moscow, is the largest user of
field work, for various objectives under a
Phoenix equipment in Russia,
wide range of conditions.
deploying more than 50 Phoenix MT/AMT
Since 2001, Northwest, MSU and
receivers, and six to eight
Phoenix have jointly
survey crews.
provided an annual field
A group of young scientists
seminar/training camp. This
from Moscow State University
camp trains and updates the
(MSU) founded Northwest
skills of MT operators and
(formerly NordWest) in 1994.
processing and interpretaMSU’s Prof. Berdichevsky
tion staff, and facilitates
served many years as a scienan exchange of ideas and
tific consultant for the comexperience. The high level
pany. Northwest President,
Prof. Andrey Yakovlev, Northwest’s
Andrey Yakovlev, is also a
President
professor at MSU.
Northwest initially modernized Sovietera equipment, then later developed their
own controlled-source EM equipment. The
“Mary” receiver and “Astra” transmitter,
for example, are now popular in Russia and
surrounding countries. Over the past decade, the company acquired their Phoenix
equipment.
Northwest also develops software for
EM data acquisition, processing, editing
and interpretation; some of these programs
are used by EM contractors, including
Phoenix.
Above: a Northwest field crew used a
The company’s main business is geotracked vehicle to get through the mud
physical surveys (primarily EM) for oil and
during a geotechnical survey along the
gas, mining, groundwater, geothermal,
ESPO pipeline route.
engineering and deep earth studies.
Northwest’s achievements include
economic discoveries of diamonds and
geothermal energy (Kamchatka), and part
of the route survey for the strategic East
Siberia-Pacific Ocean (ESPO) pipeline to
Right: a crew calibrates sensors before
China and the Pacific coast.
a winter survey in northern Russia.
In 2008, Northwest acquired several
thousand MT/AMT soundings in 30 different areas. Northwest customers include
Ministry of Natural Resources of Russia,
Gaspromneft, TNK-BP, Shell, BHP Billiton,
Alrosa, Nornikel, Kaztsink, Kazmungaz
Right: Northwest personnel unload an
Mi-8 transport helicopter; ‘choppers’
and many other oil and gas, energy, minare needed for field work in areas
ing and construction companies. In 2008,
where there are no roads. The famous
Northwest was the first company in Russia
Russian Mi-8 entered service in 1965
to carry out Marine MT surveys.
With strong links to MSU, Northwest at- and is now the world’s most-produced
helicopter, in use in more than 50
tracts its top graduates. The well-educated

of instruction and links to MSU ensure
the Certificates of Training earned at this
camp attest to a high level of competence.
Since 2001, more than 300 trainees have
obtained Certificates, and now successfully
work in industry and research.
From 2001-2008, Prof. Berdichevsky’s
lectures at the Seminar were highlights.
Many of Northwest’s personnel were
his students. Prof. Berdichevsky and his
work live on in the spirit and success of
Northwest. ■

countries.
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PHOENIX AROUND THE WORLD

Russia
The Fourth All-Russia School/Seminar on EM
Sounding of the Earth took place in September at the
Russian Academy of Science, Moscow. These biennial
meetings of the EM community were started in the
USSR in the late 1960s by the Russian EM leader Prof.
Mark Berdichevsky, alternating with the International
Induction Workshops.
The meetings provided an exchange of experience
in EM methods, updated the skills of EM geophysicists,
and stimulated the faster adoption of new ideas. After
a pause in the 1990s, the All-Russia Seminar resumed
a few years ago under the initiative of Prof. V. Spichak.
The 2009 meeting had a high level of scientific presentation, interesting topics and good organization.
The session on monitoring of natural EM phenomena
related to geodynamic events was of special interest.

Above: Dr. Yury Moroz (left) and Dr. Olex Ingerov
discuss EM monitoring of the Lake Baikal region
of East Siberia.

Left: Prof. Vyacheslav Spichak, Director of the
Geoelectric Institute of the Russian Academy
of Science, opens the Fourth All-Russia School
Seminar.

New Zealand
Members of the Institute of Earth Science and Engineering, based at
Auckland University, are shown in the field with Phoenix equipment. From
left to right are Leslie Gray, Lake Bookman, Dr. Stephen Onacha, Reed
Malin, Dr. Bridget Lynne and Prof. Pat Browne.

Prof. David Rankin
2 July 1917 – 10 September 2009
Prof. David Rankin, a faculty member at
the University of Alberta for many years,
published a number of important papers
on magnetotellurics from the early 1960s
to the 1980s. He was an RAF pilot during WW II; after the war, he earned a
Ph.D. in geophysics at the University of
Alberta, where he taught until retirement.
Throughout his life he was an intense advocate of workers’ rights and peace.
From Prof. Martyn Unsworth,
unsworth@phys.ualberta.ca
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China
Phoenix has been awarded a contract to install the
first Stationary MT Monitoring System in China.
The target sites will be in the Three Gorges region
of the Yangtze River. This will be the eighteenth
such system installed by Phoenix world wide.
Phoenix is the pioneer and leader in the application of GPS-synchronized MT monitoring
networks on a regional or global scale. In the past,
monitoring networks have experienced limitations in geographical separation and number of
channels. Phoenix has solved these problems
using patented GPS-synchronization and internet
communication. Data acquired from a regional
array of stationary MT sites can be sent automatically (via a secure public communication system)
to a computer centre for continuous updating and
display.
The Three Gorges Dam is the largest hydroelectric plant on the planet. The project provides
enormous hydroelectric power generation, greatly
improved flood control, and much increased ship
traffic. The dam is approximately 110 m tall, 40 m
thick at the base, and more than 2 km wide. The
reservoir behind the dam will be up to 660 km
long and, though narrow, will contain nearly 40
cubic kilometres of water.
Monitoring facilities are needed in the reservoir area for research, as well as for prevention of
potential disasters. We are honoured that Phoenix
Stationary SSMT Systems are among the vitally
important monitoring systems.

Erin Yang, a sales engineer with our agent in China, HengDa Century Instruments Ltd., is shown in
the HengDa booth at China Geo-tech 2009, Beijing, in September.

Right: Employees of the He Bei Province Institute of Geophysical
Exploration, including Director Mr. Meng and Doctor Miao, receive
training on their Phoenix equipment from Suyuan Wu, an engineer
with our agent in China, HengDa Century Instruments. Thank you to
Mr. Wu for this photo and the one above.

Ethiopia
Phoenix, in co-operation with West Japan Engineering Consultants
(WestJEC), recently completed a successful geothermal MT survey in
Ethiopia. WestJEC’s Senior Geophysicist and Deputy General Manager of
the Geothermal Department, Mitsuru Honda, is shown near the survey
area with local farmers and their children. Look for more about Ethiopia
in our next issue.
The Phoenix
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Professor Mark N. Berdichevsky
2 April 1923 – 11 August 2009
The EM community has lost an internationally recognized geoelectric (EM) scientist, author and teacher, a
member of the Russian Academy of Natural Sciences
and of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Prof. Mark N.
Berdichevsky of Moscow State University.
Born and raised in
Kiev, Mark entered the
Geological faculty of Kiev
University in 1940, but
the following year he was
called up to the Soviet
military during World War
II. In 1945 he was injured and demobilized. He
moved to Moscow in 1946
to enter the Geological
faculty of Moscow State University and graduated in
1949. Mark earned his Philosophy Doctorate in 1953
and his Science Doctorate in 1967. Since 1969 he
was a professor in the Geophysical department of the
Geological faculty of MSU.
Mark worked for 20 years in the Research Institute
of Geophysical Prospecting Methods (VNIIGeofizika).
Under his leadership, the MT technique became a
practical geophysical exploration method. His group
designed and built equipment, created field technology, as well as data processing and interpretation techniques for the Telluric Current (TC), Magnetotelluric
Profiling (MTP) and Magnetotelluric Sounding (MTS)
methods. From the 1950s to the1970s, hundreds of
field crews used these techniques to explore large
areas of the USSR. A TC survey discovered the giant
Urengoy gas deposit in West Siberia in 1962.
Mark’s more than 400 scientific publications
strongly supported and encouraged worldwide application of the electroprospecting methods for natural
resource exploration and research. His publications
formed a basis for rapid adoption of the MT technique
in western countries in the 1970s.
Mark was an outstanding teacher who supervised
dozens of Ph.D. theses and trained several generations of EM scientists. He also participated in many
workshops, conferences, committees and editorial
boards, including that of the well-known journal
“Fisica Zemlyii” (Physics of the Earth) of the Russian
Academy of Science.
Mark’s passing is a great loss to his family and
friends as well as to his scientific colleagues, including
those of us at Phoenix. ■
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Marine MT in Russia, continued from page 1
which has buoy-mounted recording equipment. The Aquamatic is a
joint development by several Russian organizations.

Resistivity profiles from Marine MT surveys in Russia

Shallow-water and transition-zone Marine MT is a growing business for Northwest because there are such large potential work areas in
Russia.
Based on the report Development of operational technique for MT
soundings in transition zones by Geraskin, A.I. et al., presented at the 7th
International Seminar of Research and Applied Geophysics, at St. Petersburg
State Mining Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia, April, 2009 ■

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
This issue, our 48th, is a milestone for The Phoenix; it marks 15 years of
publication. The newsletter, and our company, have come a long way since
the first black and white issue of October 1994. Positive feedback – from clients, other companies and embassies, to name a few – has been gratifying.
Thanks to all our clients and employees who submit photographs and information – without you there would not be a newsletter. Your contributions
make The Phoenix useful, interesting and informative.
Thanks also to our outside production team for a job that is always well
done and on time: freelance writer and editor Audrey Hutchison, on the job
since Issue #1; freelance graphic designer Richard Peachey who began with
Issue #6; and our long-time printing firm, Tower Litho of Scarborough. The
team is wonderfully supported by Phoenix’s technical writer and documentation manager Stuart Rogers, who also serves as our in-house photographer
and proof-reader extraordinaire.
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ON THE ROAD
Brazil: Phoenix exhibited at EXPOGEF 2009 (Brazilian
Geophysical Society) in Salvador, Bahia, in August.
During EXPOGEF, “The Saga of Applied Geophysics and
Engineering of E & P (Exploration and Production) of Oil
and Gas in Brazil” was released. The book celebrates the
achievements of Prof. Carlos Alberto Dias: scientist, inventor, humanist, academic, educator and visionary. Prof. Dias
was instrumental in introducing and developing applied
geophysics in Brazil. Here he presents an autographed copy
of the book to Carlos Guerrero for delivery to Phoenix
President Leo Fox, along with his thanks for Phoenix support over the years.
El Salvador: Carlos Guerrero
(far left) and Alexander
Golyashov (far right) are
shown with personnel of
LaGeo S.A. de C. V. in San
Salvador, El Salvador; training and acceptance of LaGeo’s
Phoenix equipment took
place in June 2009.

Colombia: Carlos Guerrero attended the 10th Symposium of
Exploration in Sub-Andean Basins,
in Cartagena, Colombia in July.
Above, Carlos (left) is shown in our
booth with Prof. Luis A. Montes
of the Geosciences Department,
National University of Colombia.

WELCOME
■ Administrative Assistant Jennifer

■ Bebi Boodhoo joined our

Amarelo joined our team a year and a
half ago; she finds geophysics a challenging change after working in the world of
cosmetics and fragrances. During her free
time, she enjoys allowing her 80-pound
dog, Chelsea, to take her for a walk.

production team last year.
Born into a family of 11
children in Georgetown,
Guyana, Bebi started work
at 15 to help her family. Her
husband Michael emigrated
to Canada; Bebi and their
daughter Amelia followed.
Bebi loves music of all kinds,
cooking and playing cricket.

■ Our camera-shy Accounting Manager, Davra Young, joined

Phoenix five years ago. In her spare time she takes pleasure in
spending time with her son and daughter, especially attending
their hockey games and concerts.

COMING UP
■ March 7-10, 2010, Toronto, Canada: Phoenix
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■ April 2010, Annual EM Seminar, St.

Petersburg State Mining Institute, St.
Petersburg, Russia. Dates are not finalized;
contact us.
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■ June 14-17, Barcelona, Spain: EAGE
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will exhibit at PDAC’s international convention and trade show.

